Abstract Many studies have shown that schizophrenia patients have aberrant functional network connectivity (FNC) among brain regions, suggesting schizophrenia manifests with significantly diminished (in majority of the cases) connectivity. Schizophrenia is also associated with a lack of hemispheric lateralization. Hoptman et al. (2012) reported lower interhemispheric connectivity in schizophrenia patients compared to controls using voxel-mirrored homotopic connectivity. In this study, we merge these two points of views together using a group independent component analysis (gICA)-based approach to generate hemisphere-specific timecourses and calculate intra-hemisphere and inter-hemisphere FNC on a resting state fMRI dataset consisting of age-and gender-balanced 151 schizophrenia patients and 163 healthy controls. We analyzed the group differences between patients and healthy controls in each type of FNC measures along with age and gender effects. The results reveal that FNC in schizophrenia patients shows less hemispheric asymmetry compared to that of the healthy controls. We also found a decrease in connectivity in all FNC types such as intra-left (L_FNC), intra-right (R_FNC) and inter-hemisphere (Inter_FNC) in the schizophrenia patients relative to healthy controls, but general patterns of connectivity were preserved in patients. Analyses of age and gender effects yielded results similar to those reported in whole brain FNC studies.
Introduction
Schizophrenia is a severe mental disorder characterized by enduring, idiopathic psychotic symptoms (e.g., delusions, hallucinations, disorganized thinking and behavi o r ) , n e g a t i v e s y m p t o m s ( e . g . , a v o l i t i o n a n d amotivation), cognitive deficits, gray and white matter abnormalities, and disrupted connectivity across largescale brain networks (Kubicki et al. 2007; Mohamed et al. 1999) . Such dysconnectivity includes disruption of both structural (Kubicki et al. 2007; RotarskaJagiela et al. 2008 ) and functional connectivity (FC) .
Several studies have reported altered FC among brain regions in schizophrenia patients (Calhoun et al. 2009; Calhoun et al. 2008; Lynall et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2012) . Defined as temporal correlation or other types of statistical dependency among spatially distant brain regions (Friston 2002) , FC has been used to examine the functional organization and temporal dependencies among these brain regions. FC can also be investigated at the network level using spatial independent component analysis (ICA) to determine connectivity patterns among spatial components, referred to as FNC (Arbabshirani et al. 2013; Jafri et al. 2008) . Our study, similar to prior FNC studies, reports evidence of connectivity between functionally-coherent distributed brain networks based on temporal correlation.
Recent studies also show evidence of abnormal lateralization within certain brain networks in schizophrenia (Swanson et al. 2011) . Differences between cerebral hemispheres were first observed by Paul Broca (Broca 1861) and Carl Wernicke (Wernicke 1874) . Since then, there have been numerous studies noting cerebral lateralization in healthy subjects based on homodynamic activation (Agcaoglu et al. 2014; Cai et al. 2013; Clements et al. 2006; Gobbele et al. 2008 ) in a 4D frequency domain framework applied to resting fMRI data (Agcaoglu et al. 2015) and using FC (Gee et al. 2011; Gotts et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2009; Nielsen et al. 2013; Stark et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2014; Zuo et al. 2010) .
Several studies reported abnormal asymmetries of FC in schizophrenia (see Ribolsi et al. (2014) for a detailed review). Hoptman et al. (2012) , using a voxel-mirrored homotopic connectivity method, showed lower homotopic connectivity in schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder patients, particularly in the occipital lobe, thalamus and cerebellum. Homotopic connectivity is connectivity between regions that mirror of each other in the contralateral hemispheres. It presents evidence of communication of similar (homotopic) regions between hemispheres (Gee et al. 2011; Stark et al. 2008; Tang et al. 2016) . Ke et al. (2010) found larger leftward FC asymmetry in patients with predominantly positive symptoms, and larger rightward FC asymmetry in patients with predominantly negative symptoms when compared to healthy controls in their ROI-based resting fMRI study. OertelKnochel et al. (2013) had found lower FC asymmetries in the planum temporale in schizophrenia patients and their relatives compared to healthy controls. Mwansisya et al. (2013) found aberrant inter-hemispheric resting state FC in globus pallidus, medial frontal gyrus and inferior temporal gyrus in first-episode schizophrenia patients compared to controls. This study also reported positive correlations between pallidum and medial frontal gyrus connectivity and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale symbol-coding subset scores, pallidum connectivity and duration of the illness, and inferior temporal gyrus connectivity and negative symptom scores. The above mentioned connectivity studies used either seed/atlas based approaches or voxel-mirrored functional connectivity to investigate laterality and only examined connectivity of intra-or inter-hemispheric homotopic regions. The only study that investigated connectivity of heterotopic regions in different hemispheres was Gee et al. (2011) , which examined the connectivity of heterotopic regions in healthy subjects in different hemispheres and was compared with intra-hemisphere connectivity in their atlas-based study. However, to the best of our knowledge there has been no lateralization study focused on differences in connectivity among brain networks (i.e., FNC) in schizophrenia.
In this study, we employ an ICA-based approach to study hemisphere-specific FNC. We then apply this method to a large, multisite dataset of schizophrenia patients and healthy controls to investigate differences between the patient and control populations in intra-and inter-hemispheric FNC. We also examine the effects of age, gender and handedness on FNC. As far as we know, this is the first study using FNC measures to calculate hemispheric differences and the first study to investigate connectivity differences in heterotopic regions in schizophrenia patients.
Methods and materials Participants
In this study, we used a large resting state fMRI dataset containing 314 subjects, 163 healthy controls (117 males, 46 females; mean age 36.9) and 151 schizophrenia patients that are matched in age and gender to a healthy control group (114 males, 37 females; mean age 37.8) combined from seven different sites across the United States (see Table 1 ) and passed the data quality control (E. Damaraju et al. 2014b) . Informed consent was received from each subject prior to scanning in accordance with the Internal Review Boards of corresponding institutions.
Cognitive and clinical measures were collected for 275 out of 314 subjects and analyzed as Computerized Multiphasic Interactive Neurocognitive System (CMINDS) composite scores. The composite scores (see Table 2 ) summarize the overall cognition in six different measures: attention/vigilance, speed of processing, verbal learning, working memory, visual learning and reasoning/problem solving (van Erp et al. 2015) . Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) were available for 148 out of 151 patients and antipsychotic chlorpromazine (CPZ) dose equivalents were available for 129 patients (112 subjects were treated with the second-generation or atypical medication, while 17 subjects were treated with firstgeneration typical antipsychotic medications. Forty-eight patients were also treated with antidepressants, 24 with mood stabilizers, and 18 with anti-extrapyramidal symptoms medication (see Table 3 ).
Data acquisition
Six of the seven sites collected imaging data using a 3 T Siemens Tim Trio System and one site collected imaging data on a 3 T General Electric Discovery MR750 scanner. Resting state fMRI scans were acquired using a standard gradient-echo echo planar imaging paradigm: FOV of 220 × 220 mm (64 × 64 matrix), TR = 2 s, TE = 30 ms, FA = 770, 162 volumes, duration of 5 min and 24 s, 32 sequential ascending axial slices of 4 mm thickness and 1 mm gap. Subjects were instructed to close their eyes and stay awake during the resting state scan.
Preprocessing
Functional MRI data were preprocessed with the pipeline described in (E. Damaraju et al. 2014b) , using a combination of toolboxes such as AFNI (https://afni.nimh.nih.gov), SPM (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), GIFT (http:mialab.mrn. org/software/gift) and MATLAB. The INRIAlign (Freire et al. 2002) toolbox in SPM was used for rigid body motion correction for subject head motion followed by slice-timing correction to account for timing differences in slice acquisition. The 3D Despike algorithm in AFNI was used to remove spike artifacts from the fMRI data. The fMRI data were warped to a Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template, resampled to 3 mm 3 isotropic voxels, and smoothed with a 6 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) using AFNI. Each voxel timecourse was variance normalized prior to the gICA; for additional image preprocessing details, see a previous study (E. Damaraju et al. 2014b) .
Group independent component analysis
The preprocessed data was decomposed into 100 spatially independent components using gICA implemented in GIFT. The gICA identifies spatially distinct, functionally-coherent networks by estimating maximally independent spatial sources (or spatial maps) from their linearly-mixed fMRI signals or timecourses (Calhoun et al. 2001; Erhardt et al. 2011 ). Out of the original 100 components, 47 components were identified as resting state networks (RSNs) based on several criteria: maximally activated voxels located in identified gray matter, minimal spatial overlap with known vascular, ventricular and head-motion susceptible edge regions and combined with large low-to-high frequency spectral power ratios in the component timecourses. We refer the readers to previous research (E. Damaraju et al. 2014b ) for a detailed discussion of the gICA analysis performed on this data and selection of RSNs. Generating templates and hemisphere-specific Timecourses
We utilized spatiotemporal regression on symmetrized aggregated spatial maps of the components to generate hemispherespecific component timecourses. Symmetrized aggregated spatial maps were generated by flipping the original aggregated spatial maps along their lateral axes and by then comparing each flipped voxel value with its unflipped voxel value and retaining the maximum intensity value. Hence, the symmetrized versions of the components that are mirror images of each other will be collinear (e.g., components 91, left lingual gyrus and 76, right lingual gyrus). We tested collinearity of the components using a variance inflation factor and removed four RSNs (IC 6, 91, 66 and 84) from our analyses, which had high collinearity with components IC 10 (precentral and postcentral gyrus), IC 76 (lingual gyrus), IC 94 (inferior parietal lobule) and IC 95 (angular gyrus) respectively. We also removed four artifact components that had a large variance inflation factor (IC 17, 31 39 and 52). After removals, the data comprised 92 symmetrized, aggregated spatial maps (43 RSNs & 49 artifacts) for subsequent analyses. Then, we split the symmetrized spatial maps and preprocessed subject data into left and right hemispheres. Finally, we applied spatiotemporal regression on the left and right hemispheres separately to generate subject-specific left-and right-hemisphere timecourses and spatial maps using GIFT. Generated RSNs are displayed in Fig. 1 in terms of t-statistics, and the corresponding MNI regions are presented in Table 4 .
Functional network connectivity calculation
For each hemisphere, subject timecourses went through postprocessing steps. Time series of RSNs were detrended and orthogonalized with respect to the estimated realignment parameters (including their derivatives and their squares and derivatives of their squares), despiked, and bandpass filtered using a fifth-order Butterworth filter with cutoff frequencies of [0.01-0.15 Hz]. The FNC between the two components is calculated by using a cosine similarity measure as follows:
The TC Cx and TC Cy are the timecourses of two different components and n is the length of the timecourses (Cetin et al. 2014) . The FNC matrices are calculated using the timecourses of 43 left components and 43 right components. For each subject, we have an intra-left hemisphere (L_FNC) (903 pairs ( 43 2 −43 À Á =2 )), an intra-right hemisphere (R_FNC) (903 pairs) and an inter-hemisphere (Inter_FNC) (1849 pairs with 43 homotopic pairs (43 2 )) FNC matrices.
Calculating group averages
Both using all participants and also used separately for the patient and control subgroups, we tested whether the FNC means differ from zero by using one sample t-test with a 0.05 false discovery rate (FDR) correction. Figure 2 shows the results for each of the FNCs of healthy control and schizophrenia patients. For visualization purposes, we displayed homotopic FNC results in a bar plot.
Comparing strength of lateralized FNC types in patients and healthy control
For the patient and healthy control subgroups, we compared the strength of connectivity captured in L_FNC, R_FNC, and in Inter_FNC. Inter_FNC's upper triangular (RL_FNC) and lower triangular (LR_FNC) parts were taken separately for comparison. To do so for each group and for each type of FNC, we first regressed out motion as mean frame displacement and site ID. Later, we performed a one sample t-test in each group separately and thresholded with 0.05 levels FDR correction, and then retained the FNC indices that were significantly different from 0. Then for each pair of compared FNC types (FNCs that are significant in both of the FNC types that we are comparing), we retained network-pairs whose connectivity had the same directionality (positive or negative) and also were significant in both FNC matrices (the two FNCs that we are comparing). We were interested in connectivity strength (as long as it was the same in both FNC types), so the network-pair connectivity was then converted to absolute values. For each pair of FNC types, a paired t-test on magnitudes was then performed. Results were corrected with 0.05 levels FDR. Later, for patient and control groups separately, we identified the number of significant network-pairs and recorded which FNC type they favored.
Modeling age, gender, schizophrenia and handedness effects in intra FNC differences
In order to investigate the differences between left and right hemisphere-specific FNCs, a left-right FNC difference map was calculated for each subject (L_FNC minus R_FNC). The values from this difference map were then individually employed as the dependent variable in a multiple linear regression on age, gender, schizophrenia, handedness, and sites, as well as motion parameters. We prefer the regression method in order to regress out the motion, site ID and handedness effect on the differences. The model used is formulized below:
X gen is a categorical variable representing the gender of subject with 1 for females and 0 for males before mean removal. The age (X age ) is the demeaned subject age; X diag is 1 for schizophrenia patients and 0 is for healthy control before mean removal. Handedness is the subject's Edinburg handedness score ranges between −2 and 2 (positive for right handers) before mean removal; X mot is the demeaned mean frame displacement; and X site1, 2,…6 are dummy coded site variables (six site variables coded with 1 for the site and 0 s for the others, while site 7 represented as all 0 s) representing seven different data sites; each variable was also demeaned. All β's are the coefficients of the regression model, with ε being the error parameter for the model, and σ (i, j) is the difference between L_FNC and R_FNC. This analysis captures the network pairs for which the differences in left/right hemisphere-specific connectivity are significantly affected (p < 0.05, following false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons) (Genovese et al. 2002) by age, gender, diagnosis, and handedness.
To further evaluate the effect of the scanner/site, we removed the subjects from the different brand scanner and repeated the analysis with the remaining 262 subjects; results were consistent with those of the whole dataset; therefore, we kept the analysis using the whole dataset.
Substantial efforts were taken to ensure motion was not a confounder. First, ICA as a whole has been shown to be more robust to motion than seed-based approaches as the ICA approach is naturally denoising the data (E. Damaraju et al. 2014a ). In addition, the ICA time series of the RSNs were detrended and orthogonalized with respect to estimated motion parameters (including their derivatives, their squares and derivatives of the squares) and despiked (a step which is similar to scrubbing). In addition, motion parameters were added as nuisance covariates in order to mitigate against residual motion effects. We also checked the motion differences between schizophrenia patients and healthy control on mean frame displacement using a two-sample t-test. Results indicated significantly higher motion in patients than controls (For all subjects; mean = 0.2947, sd = 0.1308, group difference p = 4.6440e-04; for 163 healthy controls, mean = 0.27, sd = 0.1214; for 151 patients, mean = 0.3213, sd = 0.1356). After excluding subjects whose mean frame displacement was greater than 0.45 mm, the remaining 150 healthy controls (initially 163) and 118 schizophrenia patients (initially 151) did not have a significant mean frame displacement difference (For these 268 subjects; mean = 0.2541, sd = 0.0889, group difference p = 0.1144; for 150 healthy controls, mean = 0.2464, sd = 0.0923; for 118 patients, mean = 0.2637, sd = 0.0838). We repeated the analysis with the retained 268 subjects; and found that the results were consistent with those of the whole dataset. In addition, an ANOVA test comparing mean frame displacement between sites showed a significant site difference. To further check how this impacted the results, we excluded the site with the different mean frame displacement (the only GE scanner) and repeated the ANOVA test, which showed that the means were no longer significantly different between sites (p = 0.1683). Analysis using the six sites with the same brand scanner showed results consistent with those of the whole dataset.
Modeling age, gender, schizophrenia and handedness effects in intra hemisphere and inter hemisphere FNC We also examined the effects of age, gender, diagnosis and handedness on the hemisphere-specific FNCs (L_FNC and R_FNC) and on the Inter_FNC. We used a similar regression model as described above, with σ (i, j) being the intra-or inter-FNC value rather than the differences. Significance for beta values was later thresholded with 0.05 levels FDR. Age and gender results on intra-and inter-FNC are presented in supplementary materials.
Modeling effects of cognitive scores, symptom scores and mean antipsychotic dose
We examined the effect of cognitive scores (CMINDS), symptom PANSS scores, and mean antipsychotic dose (CPZ equivalent) in separate regression analysis on intra-and inter-FNCs and the left-right difference FNCs.
Analysis of Euclidian distance and connectivity strength
Some studies have reported an inverse relationship between regional distance and connectivity strength (Gee et al. 2011; Stark et al. 2008) . We examined whether distance was a factor in determining connectivity strength using a linear regression model. We first calculated the center of mass of the components and then the Euclidian distances between the components in left and right aggregated maps. We separately analyzed the homotopic regions and heterotopic regions using only the significant network-pairs (determined by one sample t-tests followed by FDR correction) in a linear regression. For heterotopic analysis, only positively correlated pairs are included.
Results

Results of group averages
The average FNC results for schizophrenia and healthy control subgroups are displayed in Fig. 2 in terms of FDR corrected (0.01 levels) t-statistics. In all FNC types, patients have lower connectivity strength relative to healthy controls. However, the overall patterns of correlation show similar trends in intra-left, intra-right and inter-hemisphere FNC both in patients and healthy control. We observed a high correlation in intra-subcortical, intra-visual, intra-sensorimotor, intradefault mode, and sensorimotor and visual networks in all FNC types. Intra-cognitive control also is mostly positively correlated, with the exception of anti-correlated networks, IC 63 (fusiform gyrus) and IC 65 (inferior frontal gyrus). General intra-hemispheric and inter-hemispheric connectivity patterns also show similar patterns as to those seen under a standard whole brain FNC analysis (E. Damaraju et al. 2014b) . Homotopic networks are highly correlated, and their connectivity strength is much higher than that of heterotopic networks. Moreover, we found that the closer the homotopic pairs were to each other, the higher the connectivity strength became.
Results of connectivity strength
Results of comparison of connectivity strength between different FNC types are summarized in Fig. 3 (for details see Table S2 ). Overall, in both patients and healthy controls, we observe higher intra-hemisphere connectivity strength in the right hemisphere compared to the left hemisphere, and right hemisphere intra-hemisphere connectivity is also stronger than inter-hemisphere connectivity. The left hemisphere appears to be connected with the right hemisphere and itself in a balanced way, although is also slightly more connected with itself. While subjects with schizophrenia show patterns of asymmetry in connectivity (for example the right hemisphere dominancy in connectivity) similar to healthy control subjects, Fig. 3 Comparing strength of connectivity in different FNC types for patients and healthy control groups. LL is the L_FNC, RR is the R_ FNC, LR is the lower triangular of Inter_FNC, and RL is the upper triangular of Inter_FNC. Dark blue shows the number of regions significant in both of the corresponding FNCs, light blue shows the significant regions with same sign, yellow shows the number of regions having greater connectivity strength in FNC written in first, while red shows the number of regions having greater connectivity strength in FNC written in the second. The first and the second is the FNC type written in the subtitle consecutively. For instance, on the first comparison, we compare the strength of L_FNC in patients and R_ FNC in patients therefore first is the L_FNC in patients and second is the R_FNC in patients there is a substantial decrease in asymmetry in schizophrenia subjects that suggests schizophrenia is associated with lower hemispheric connectivity dominance compared to healthy mental functioning.
Results of regression analysis
Many network-pairs show significant differences between L_FNC and R_FNC matrices (0.05 levels FDR corrected; see Fig. 4 ). Almost all network-pairs show higher absolute connectivity strength in the right hemisphere (both positively and negatively correlated) compared to the left hemisphere. In contrast, the intra-hemisphere default mode network shows higher connectivity strength in the left compared to right hemisphere. Almost all networks in the most correlated functional domains (e.g., intra-visual, intra-sensorimotor, intradefault mode, and visual to sensorimotor networks) show higher connectivity strength in the right hemisphere relative to the left hemisphere. Intra-cognitive control has higher positive correlation between most of its network pairs, and there is a higher anti-correlation with its constituent anti-correlated network IC 63 (fusiform gyrus) in the right hemisphere relative to left hemisphere.
The effects of diagnosis, age, and gender on L_FNC and R_FNC asymmetry differences are presented in Fig. 5 . Diagnosis effects suggest mostly diminished hemispheric differences in patients relative to controls. Age does not show any significant effects on left-right differences while gender does in only two pairs, suggesting that age and gender have mostly similar patterns of intra-hemisphere connectivity. Handedness, cognitive scores, and positive and negative symptoms scores do not show any significant effects (after 0.05 levels FDR correction) on the L_FNC -R_FNC difference.
The effects of diagnosis for all FNC types are presented in Fig. 6 . Schizophrenia appears to affect all FNC types similarly, though consistent with the conventional results (E. Damaraju et al. 2014b) , the largest connectivity differences between subjects with schizophrenia and healthy controls are observed in the intra-auditory, visual and sensorimotor networks.
Effects of cognitive scores, symptom scores and mean antipsychotic dose
We examined whether cognitive scores, symptoms scores and mean antipsychotic dose were significantly associated with intra-and inter-FNCs or in left-right difference FNCs using separate regression models. Results did not indicate any significant association; therefore, we kept the results without 5 Regression results of age, gender and diagnosis effects on L_FNC and intra R_FNC asymmetry differences, presented in -log10(pvalue)*sign(beta) format. With a cross check with on the mean L_FNC and R_FNC differences (Fig. 4) leads the observation that patients have diminished left and right connectivity differences, consistent with our findings in comparing connectivity strength. Age and gender seems to affect both FNCs in similar ways abovementioned variables. (For detailed information on these analyses, see supplementary materials.)
Relationship of Euclidian distance and connectivity strength
We found a strong linear relationship between connectivity strength and Euclidian distance for L_FNC (p = 1.44e-60, rs q u a r e d = 0 . 0 1 3 1 ) ; R _ F N C ( p = 4.026e-61, rsquared = 0.0163); homotopic regions (p = 8.36e-6, rsquared = 0.386); and Inter_FNC (p = 1.97e-9, rsquared = 0.0367) (see Fig. 7 ). Our results are consistent with Gee et al. (2011) and Stark et al. (2008) , who also reported an inverse relationship between Euclidian distance and connectivity strength in FNC strength. Gee et al. (2011) and Stark et al. (2008) also examined whether distance alone can explain strength differences between intra-and interhemisphere connectivity and concluded that distance alone cannot explain strength differences between intra-and interhemisphere connectivity. Our findings of a significant difference between L_FNC and R_FNC are consistent with that conclusion; L_FNC and R_FNC have the same Euclidian distance and yet do have significant FNC strength differences. Fig. 7 Linear regression results of Euclidian distance and connectivity strength. Both homotopic connectivity and heterotopic connectivity have an inverse relationship. Our findings of significant strength differences between L_FNC and R_FNC support that Euclidian distance difference cannot explain the strength differences between different FNC types Fig. 6 Schizophrenia effect on all FNC types, displayed as -log10(pvalue)*sign(beta) format (at left column); after 0.05 levels FDR correction (at right column). General patterns look similar, for almost all pairs patients have weaker connectivity. Especially, the highly positively connected regions of auditory, visual, sensorimotor networks show less connectivity in patients
Discussion
We proposed a gICA approach to investigate hemispheric FNC differences within and between cerebral hemispheres; and between schizophrenia patients and healthy controls. We also investigated the effects of age, gender and handedness on hemispheric FNC. We found that subjects with schizophrenia have lower (both positive and negative) connectivity strength relative to healthy controls in all FNC types (L_FNC, R_FNC and Inter_FNC). We found pronounced connectivity strength differences between intra-left and intra-right FNCs, and between intra-hemisphere and inter-hemisphere connectivity in schizophrenia patients compared to healthy controls. Although the general pattern of schizophrenia effects in all three FNC types are similar and consistent with schizophrenia effects on conventional whole brain FNC (E. Damaraju et al. 2014b) , our findings add evidence of diminished asymmetry of connectivity strength in schizophrenia patients relative to healthy controls. Laterality and connectivity have been shown to be abnormal in schizophrenia (Hoptman et al. 2012; Swanson et al. 2011 ) and our analysis addresses the intersection between these areas of inquiry.
Our analysis of homotopic regions reveals that homotopic regions have much higher connectivity strengths than heterotopic regions. Gee et al. (2011) also found significantly higher connectivity strength in homotopic regions as compared to heterotopic regions in their atlas-based study. Gee et al. (2011) also ranked the homotopic regions according to connectivity strength and found an inverse relationship with the Euclidean distance of homotopic regions and their connectivity strength.
We also found significant within-hemisphere connectivity magnitude differences favoring the right hemisphere, suggesting that the right hemisphere is more tightly functionally connected (both in terms of phase alignment and anti-alignment) than the left hemisphere. Previous results on intra-hemispheric connectivity have been mixed: our findings are consistent with several other studies showing higher connectivity strength in the right compared to the left hemisphere (Ribolsi et al. 2014) , but run counter to findings of stronger intra-left connectivity (Gotts et al. 2013 ) and studies (Gee et al. 2011 ) that found no significant intrahemispheric connectivity differences. Our study uses a relatively large sample size (151 schizophrenia patients and 163 healthy controls) while previous studies have low sample size ranging from 32 to 59 (Gee et al. 2011; Hoptman et al. 2012; Ke et al. 2010; OertelKnochel et al. 2013 ). Some diffusion tensor imaging studies also reported abnormal asymmetries between hemispheres in fractional anisotropy (FA) in schizophrenia patients comparing to healthy control (Ribolsi et al. 2014) . Previous study (Miyata et al. 2012) found the rightward-shift of FA in the external capsule correlates with negative symptom severity, even though schizophrenia patients have a similar pattern of overall FA asymmetries with healthy subjects.
Regression analysis on L_FNC and R_FNC differences indicated that several functional networks including visual, sensorimotor and cognitive control showed higher connectivity strength in the right hemisphere; default mode network shows higher connectivity strength in the left hemisphere. Effects of diagnosis on the differences suggest that in these patients the differences are smaller, especially with connectivity involving cognitive control networks, which is consistent with a lack of lateralization in patients. Age and gender do not exhibit strong effects on the intra-hemisphere connectivity differences, which is consistent with our findings in 4D domain (Agcaoglu et al. 2015) .
We did not find any significant relationship between lateralization and symptoms, nor did we find a relationship between cognitive scores and laterality. This suggests that the laterality abnormalities observed are more general reflections of the overall connectivity abnormalities in schizophrenia, but are not directly tied to the resulting symptoms or cognitive deficits observed in schizophrenia. As this was an eyesclosed resting fMRI study, it is possible that different results might be obtained for eyes-opened conditions. Additionally, it would be interesting to look more closely at time-varying connectivity to test if the laterality effect is changing throughout time and is being averaged out. Despite its limitation, this is one of the largest resting fMRI studies of schizophrenia and thus it strongly suggests that brain lateralization plays less of a role in the degree of manifestation of the illness than it does as an overall marker of schizophrenia.
What have we learned about the pathophysiology of schizophrenia form this large study? In chronically treated patients there is not only reduced overall FNC, but the normal FNC asymmetry is disturbed. There is a clear reduction in the hemispheric FNC asymmetries (R > L). In terms of interhemispheric connectivity, both homotypic and heterotypic FNCs are reduced. This suggests a global functional connectivity deficit in schizophrenia, similar to the whole brain gray matter volume reductions reported with MRI (Haijma, 2013) and wide-spread structural connectivity deficits (e.g., reduced fractional anisotropy) with DTI (Kanaan, 2005) ). Hence, these global functional reductions may be secondary to gray matter and/or white matter deficits. Future longitudinal studies in schizophrenia may examine if the FNC deficits precede or follow structural reductions in gray and/or white matter.
Limitation
We should consider some limitations regarding interpreting the results. First, all schizophrenia patients were treated with antipsychotics, which could potentially confound the results even though analyses using antipsychotic doses did not reveal any significant effects. Though our subjects are ranging from age 18 to 60, they do not cover the most rapidly changing ages of childhood and adolescence; and overall the sample was not balanced in gender distribution (83 females, 231 males). Moreover, we focused on the resting state networks extracted from a previous study that has an ICA model order of 100 for comparison purposes, but it would also be interesting to evaluate hemisphere-specific FNCs with higher and lower model orders. Even though the study sample is large, the subjects were scanned for a minimum of 5 min 24 s (162 volumes); this may limit the sensitivity detection of the effects. Additionally, even though substantial efforts were taken to ensure that motion differences between patients and controls is not a confounder, residual motion confounds could still be present. Finally, this sample includes data from seven different sites, and even though we regressed out the site effects from the FNCs in the analysis, residual site confounds could be present.
Conclusion
In summary, we propose a gICA-based approach to determine hemisphere-specific timecourses and analyzed intra-and inter-hemisphere FNC differences in a resting-state fMRI dataset balanced between schizophrenia patients and healthy controls. We found diminished connectivity strength in patients compared with controls in all FNC types. A distinctive finding that has emerged from our hemispheric FNC analysis is that schizophrenia is associated with a significant reduction in hemispheric functional asymmetry. We also found that hemisphere-specific FNCs preserve the general connectivity patterns seen in conventional whole-brain FNC. Moreover, effects of schizophrenia distribute over intra-hemisphere and inter-hemisphere FNCs as much as they do over whole-brain FNC. Our analysis combines two streams of resting statefMRI research: lateralization of functional networks and functional network connectivity. This analysis allowed us to extend and synthesize results of several previous studies tying schizophrenia to both abnormal network laterality and abnormal network connectivity. In future work, investigating hemisphere-specific FNCs in a dataset containing unmedicated schizophrenia patients and covering the full age range would help further our understanding of abnormal laterality of connectivity in schizophrenia.
